
 
Email: dustin@tjstrucking.com 

231-775-3213 

 
_______ Starting pay is .42 per mile, raises will be given accordingly until .50 per mile is reached. 
 TUTION ASSISTANCE IS AVAILBLE. 
 
_______ Medical, Vision, Dental, and Life Insurance is offered after 90 day of full-time employment.   
 
_______ Retirement: TJS TRUCKING offers a 401K with a 3% company match after a year.  
 
_______ 1-WEEK paid vacation after 1 year of full-time employment, with 2 weeks written notice. 
 
_______ Maintenance of truck: TJS TRUCKING INC has a mechanic on staff. The drivers are required to write up any issues with the 
truck to let the mechanic know. (i.e., oil changes, lights out, tires, etc.) We pride ourselves in our equipment and expect the same 
out of our team.  
 
_______Complete paperwork (i.e., fuel receipt, scale tickets, truck washes, tolls, etc.) MUST be turned into the office after every 
round.   
 
_______ Time off request.  Written time off request must be submitted to the office minimum of 2 weeks prior to the date request 
off for approval. 
 
_______ Customer Freight: Most of our customers are in Northern Michigan, which constitutes to home time for the drivers. 
 
_______ Fuel: TJS TRUCKING INC has on site fuel tanks for our drivers to fill up the trucks.  
 
_______ Warehousing: TJS TRUCKING has 3 warehouses as a result some of our freight being off loaded in our yard.  
 
 
These are a few things that TJS TRUCKING INC offers and request as a company driver.  
  
TJS TRUCKING INC is a family-owned business that started in 1978.  We are a small fleet of 25 trucks and 50 van trailers. 

As a TJS TRUCKING driver, you can count on job stability and job security.  TJS TRUCKING INC has an open-door policy so you know 
you’ll be listened to, respected and valued. Another benefit: We offer guaranteed home time. Generally, back in the area every 
other day and weekends.  

TJS TRUCKING INC offers competitive pay for first-year drivers as well as experienced drivers.  

We run 7 states, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania and Kentucky.  Our main lanes are Northern Michigan to 
Ohio or Indiana. 
 

 

 
6961 S 45 RD 
Cadillac, MI 49601 
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